Thank you for being interested in my work. I hope that you will enjoy this product .
This Manual is for explaining "step by step" how to use the included dynamic "mesh coat" and
also it talks about other features of the cloth-set and some possible issues and how to fix
them….
Note: all screenshots in this manual are made with Poser 8 ,but all contents here can be applied also for
previous versions of Poser (6,7, 7 pro).

Dynamic cloth in Poser "how to use the dynamic mesh coat of this product"
In this Manual, we will explain a step by step ,how to use the dynamic "Mesh Coat" and setup a cloth simulation in poser's
(cloth room) ..

Step no.1 - and 2
Open a new scene in Poser, then add V4 to your scene, you may apply skin textures and add hair if you wish, or you can do
this after making the cloth simulation….

As in the image below, after V4.2 is loaded into your scene, goto Figure/Use Inverse Kinematics, then
UNCHECK the 2 choices (Left Leg & Right Leg). Now,press “ctrl+shift+J” or open Joint Editor window then press”Zero
Figure” .

Step no.3
If you will use V4.2 base, then got step no.4, or if you want to use a morphed character, then add your morphs now before
making the cloth simulation, here I used the morph of “Sweet Innocence_V4 version”.
After that,I added the mesh coat and turned on the morph fit of Sweet Innocence included within it.

Step no.4
Now, we will add pose and start to setup simulation .

Step no.5
Goto frame 20 then apply any pose you want (here I used one of the provided poses).
The frame 20 is the frame which will have the pose that we want to render the character within, I specially choosed 15 or 20
frames because in my opinion, as we will render a 3D still image, then we may choose a little number of frames that takes as
less simulation time as possible and gives a reasonable cloth shape results (the more number of frames you use, the better
results that you will get and more time will be consumed for simulation).

Step no.6
We will start to setup our cloth simulation, Goto the Cloth Room, and click the tab called (New Simulation), a
Window will appear. In it make the End frame=30 and check the option called (Cloth self-collision) as in the image below.

Why I made the pose that I want in frame 20 and made the simulation ends at frame 30?
Because, this is a private opinion of mine just to give the cloth a chance to have a normal shape after the character
Ends its pose on frame 15, then the cloth may still bend and fold due to the pose movement of the character, this should add
some realism to the cloth shape (this happens with any dynamic cloth in any 3d software, not just Poser,
But REMEMBER, the final shape of any dynamic cloth depends on many factors, specially,the physical properties of the
cloth in the dynamic cloth simulation “shear resistance, fold resistance, static and dynamic friction, bending,..Etc"
You can modify these physical settings of the mesh coat if you like, you will find it on the right side of the
Cloth room screen, but the settings that you will find are made by myself as to be suitable to the Fabric of intimate mesh coat,
(The settings of dynamic and constrained groups will be automatically loaded with the mesh coat, and so, you WILL NOT
need to do them every time you make a simulation ...

NOTE: mesh coat is by default made for V4.2 base, if you use other morphs that will make V4 body parts
pokethrough the coat, then you may use "Drape Frames",,,,,,"but we don’t need it here as we have a ready morph
fit,,,beside,this version of mesh coat has constrained verteices that will not drape "

Step no.7
On the left side of the Cloth Room screen, there’s a tab called (Clothify), press it and a window will appear, in it you Will
find a small black arrow beside a sentence (Object to Clothify),click it and goto Props/SG-mesh-coat_1,then Press the button
called (Clothify) as in the image below.

Step no.8A
Go once again to the left side of the Cloth Room screen and press a tab called (Collide Against). A new window will appear
,in it,click the button called (Add/Remove)

Step no.8B
After you press the (Add/Remove) button,a long window will appear,in it check the 2 options (Victoria 4) or
(GROUND,Victoria 4) but here I added V4 ONLY ,and press OK.

Step no.8C
You will be back again to the previous window,in it do as in the image below.

Step no.9
That's it,go to the right side of the screen and press the button called (Calculate Simulation).

The time of simulation depends on the speed of your machine.
After you press the (Calculate Simulation) button,it will take few seconds then a small window will appear in the bottom left
of the screen.and after other few seconds ,the Draping/simulation will start in frame by frame.

Step no.10
Now your cloth is ready,,you can add materials,add other props,prepare your lights/render settings,adjust your camera, and
it's all OK ☺

Another version of the mesh coat is included.
The previous steps were made with a constrained version of mesh coat (constrained here means that it has some vertices that
stick to the V4 body and don’t move,it move only by morphs or Magnets you make by Poser,but they don’t free move by
simulation)….The other version is FREE mesh coat with no constrained vertices, it can be used for several purposes,special
posing,V4 takes off,or attractive/sexy poses.

You can apply the same previous steps with this free mesh coat and see the final results will be completely different ;).

Cloth-set General features for conforming pieces and materials..

-Auto-Conforming & included JCM’s.
All the conforming pieces are AutoConforming (after you add V4 to your scene, choose any part of it before adding any
conforming piece and it will conform automatically with the DAZ morphs added to V4 if it exists in the conformin piece.
Also,each conforming piece comes with its JCM {Joint Control Morphs} to let it fits V4 bending deformations as possible
So ,you may not need to use default “V4 Magnetize Clothing” ,they may not be necessary.

-Special morphs++ based fits for V4 and conforming pieces.
2Conforming pieces need you to add special morph fits to V4,A4,G4,SF4 before you add them in your scene, they are
(Bra and Corset), you can inject these fits from Pose Library.

-Morph Fits special for character “Sweet Innocence” .
There are special morph fits in each cloth piece (conforming and props) for the versions of Sweet Innocence (SI) for V4 and
A4 and G4.
After you add the conforming pieces to V4,choose any part of EACH cloth piece then inject the morph fit from Pose
Library. If you are using Aiko4 version of (SI) so,Inject its A4 fit,,,the same for Girl4.

-The exclusive Illusions Morphs.
These morphs should provide better cloth fitting for all other V4 characters from illusions-designs store,and it could also be
used with any custom 3D party morphed character, and it can be used to fix pokethrough or even add more fitting after
posing your character.
How to use them?..all Illusions Morphs are located under “BODY” part of each conforming piece,you can free dial them
until you get the results you need. In the image below,I used a character from illusions-designs (Wednesday for V4)
Then I dialed some morphs for the cloth pieces of it.

-2nd Skin legs Stockings.

I prefered to make stockings as 2nd skin for having better results when posing V4 legs,ordinary 3D stockings always make
pokethrough,and if they don’t,you will see them as an outer cover over V4 legs in some close renders,,,finally which may not
give you happy feeling with stocking renders .
So,in this clothset,the legs stockings are 2nd skin “by default, they are made for underlying skin of Sweet Innocence” but the
included 4 stocking colors works well with other skin textures of V4 (especially if their skin is not dark).
Its only disadvantage that the fingers appear clearly as fingers (not fingers covered bystocking glove),but it doesn’t show
clearly easily in general renders,,beside,if you will use the included Heels,they will make a little cover over the fingers
Now you don’t worry about stocking bending,it’s very stick to V4’s body and renders nicely.

-Sheer Lingerie piece with posing handles.
6 sphere handles are included within the sheer lingerie,you can pose any of them and gain nice looking movement .

-Versatile cloth styles.
You can achieve several styles for your renders through some options available in the conforming pieces.
-Stocking Caps: You can usethem as is,or use them as glamour stuff over V4 thighs (both R and L or single)

-Panty Straps: Straps ties have its own morphs + they can bend them freely or hide them from material room files.

-Bra morphs: under (BODY) part of Bra you can use one of 3 extra poses (straps down,bra rear opened)

Some issues and their solutions..
Here we talk about some possible issue you may find while using the cloth-set and possible solutions for them.

-SheFreak Bra straps pokethrough in some hard poses.
2 Magnets included in Props Library you can add them to the Bra chest and pose Mags to make better fittings.

-Panty string strap bad shape while using (string down)morph.
It’s a poser bending/rigging issue, if you will use one of these 2 morphs (R string Down, L string Down) and you will pose
the straps, you will see as in image below,,,, to avoid this, you may hide the straps from it file in material room.

-Scale morph problem of Girl4,SheFreak 4 with Heels props.
This could happen if you used the Scaling morphs of G4 or SF4,you will find heels shifting away from feet.
To solve this do like in the images below (turn on proper morphs in each Heel and pose them with the values in images)

-What if you find any random poke-through in any piece with hard poses?.
All cloth pieces were created to make as much fitting as possible,so, If you find any sudden poke through,you may create
Magnets by yourself and pose them to overcome this issue IF IT HAPPEBED…See Poser manual for more info about
Magnets .

-Nice Render Settings.
Below are Render settings that I used to render all promo images for this Item,the y give good results with generally suitable
render time.

That’s all,Thank you once again for reading and have a happy 3D time .

